Breast cancer: importance of spiculation in computer-aided detection.
To determine the prevalence of spiculation in a large series of screening-detected breast cancers appearing as masses on mammograms and to assess the sensitivity of a computer-aided detection (CAD) algorithm that uses spiculation measures in the detection of such lesions. Six hundred seventy-seven consecutive cases of breast cancers detected as masses on mammograms were independently reviewed by three radiologists who determined if the lesions were spiculated. All cancers were then analyzed by the CAD system. All three radiologists interpreted 375 (55%) of the 677 masses as being spiculated on at least one view. The CAD algorithm correctly marked 322 (86%) of the 375 clearly spiculated masses, with a mean of 0.24 additional mass mark per image. With a looser definition of spiculation, 585 (86%) of the 677 masses were called spiculated by at least one radiologist on one view. The algorithm correctly marked 464 (79%) of the 585 lesions that were spiculated or possibly spiculated. Spiculation was clearly present in a majority (55%) of consecutive screening-detected breast cancer masses found on mammograms in a large clinical trial. Incorporation of spiculation measures is, therefore, an important strategy in the detection of breast cancer with CAD. A present-generation CAD algorithm correctly identified a large proportion (86%) of spiculated breast cancers.